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ABSTRACT: The University of California, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and Mammoth Mountain
Ski Area collaborate in a snow study site located at 2960 m on Mammoth Mountain in the Sierra Nevada
of California. At this site we monitor virtually all of the important processes and properties of snow cover
representative of the sub-alpine to alpine transition zone of a maritime snow cover. Measured
components of the surface energy exchange include incoming direct and diffuse solar radiation, red-band
solar radiation, longwave radiation, wind speed at two levels, air temperature and humidity. They also
include reflected solar and red-band radiation and surface temperature. Measurements of the snow
include precipitation via a gage, standard snow boards and a prototype digital snow board, the total snow
water equivalent of the pack, its depth and the temperature profile across the soil-snow interface. A set of
Iysimeters collects meltwater that reaches the soil surface. A digital camera collects hourly images of the
array of pyranometers and the site surroundings to check for rime. In 1999, we established a data and
communication protocol to assure data quality and continuity and to facilitate real time data availability.
We have automated hourly data retrieval, quality checking, and ingestion into the UCSB Snow Hydrology
database. Data and communication errors activate automatic email notification to site operators and
database managers. Users may acquire the hourly data via the Internet in ASCII format, input format for
the CRREL SNTHERM.89 snow model, and for the Utah Energy Balance model.
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INTRODUCTION

The University of California at Santa Barbara,
the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, and Mammoth
Mountain Ski Area collaborate in a snow study site
located at 2960 m on Mammoth Mountain in the
Sierra Nevada of California. At this site we
monitor virtually all of the important processes and
properties of snow cover representative of the
sUb-alpine to alpine transition zone of a maritime
snow cover. Researchers and research staff also
make a variety of manual measurements at the
site, which has operated at the current location in
Mammoth Mountain Ski Area since 1987. The site
lies well out of the way of ski area operation and
recreational ski traffic so that the snow remains
undisturbed from accumulation through melting.
The site's position, on the east side of the Sierra
crest near the headwaters of the San Joaquin
River, makes environmental conditions sensitive to
different types of storms, which typically result in
an enormous amount of precipitation and severe

winds. These weather conditions, along with ease
of winter access via the ski area, make this an
ideal spot for monitoring alpine snow.

In 1999, we initiated a data management plan
designed to meet three data goals: data quality,
data continuity, and data availability. Prior to this
management protocol, data underwent quality
checking and became available to users several
months after acquisition. Under this system, some
instrumentation lay inoperable and undetected for
months, producing immense voids in the data
record. In order to address these deficiencies, we
set the above data goals and invested in
hardware, software, and homegrown scripts. We
now have an automated system of data retrieval,
data domain and communication checking, email
communication to site and database managers,
ingestion into the UCSB Snow Hydrology
database, and near-real time distribution of the
data via the World Wide Web. Additionally, we
manually review all data fields on a sub-weekly
basis for enhanced quality assurance.
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2 SITE DESCRIPTION

The Mammoth Mountain Cooperative Snow
Study Site lies at 2960 m midway up Mammoth
Mountain at 370 37'N, 1190 2' W (Figure 1). The
site lies in the transition zone from sub-alpine to
alpine of a maritime snow region. The mean peak
snow water equivalent since 1987 is -1.4 m. Over
the 1999-2000 snow season, the site experienced
mean 15-minutes averages of wind speed of -4
mls and standard deviation of 2.6 mls with
maxima of up to 18.7 m/s. Researchers easily
access the site from ski lifts in Mammoth Mountain
Ski Area.

The U.S. Forest Service (USFS), California
Cooperative Snow Survey (CCSS) and MMSA
have monitored snow and weather conditions on
Mammoth Mountain since the 1960s for ski area
planning and operation, water resources
assessment and avalanche-hazard evaluation.
Snow physics research on Mammoth Mountain
began in the mid-1970s as Jeff Dozier's research
group at the University of California, Santa
Barbara (UCSB) sought a more permanent home
for their field efforts. Between 1977 and 1987, the
UCSB researchers carried out their research
measurements at the original snow study site,
located about 300 meters to the south of the
current site. Dozier's research team chose the
original location because of the ease of winter
access and opportunity to locate near a USFS
meteorological station and a CCSS snow course
and snow pillow.

In 1987 snow studies began at a new location,
again selected by UCSB researchers. Incremental
improvements to the infrastructure, sensing
configuration and computing facilities brought the
site to state-of-the art for alpine snow research. In
1991 a steel cargo container, partially buried in the
ground and outfitted inside as a small laboratory,
replaced the old plywood "Santa Claus" shack that
allowed researchers to access the base of the
snow cover in the winter. Additional modifications
to the tower structure have included a steel I-beam
with a 14-meter cable way for moving instruments
in the air over the snow, and new masts and
mounts for various sensors.

Research at the site has focused on snow
chemistry and remote sensing of snow properties
using measurements in the solar and microwave
spectral regions. Studies on contaminants in snow
focused in part on the processes removing soluble
trace species from snow (Bales et aI., 1993). This
work took advantage of the new snow melt
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Figure 1 Mammoth Mountain lies on Sierra
Nevada crest at the headwaters of the San
Joaquin River. The absence of terrain obstacles
between the Pacific Ocean and Mammoth
Mountain permits tremendous snowfall and
extreme winds.

Iysimeters, made from chemically inert
polyurethane, and provided field validation of
results from laboratory studies carried out at the
nearby facility SNARL (Bales et al. 1989). The
results of these studies added theory of the
behavior of trace chemical species (Harrington
and Bales, 1998) to a detailed model of the
physical processes within snow and energy
transfer over snow (Jordan, 1991). Kattelmann
and Dozier (1999) observed the transition of dry,
sub-freezing snow cover to isothermal snow freely
conducting water near the site. The site has
served as a base for investigations involving
improved measurements of snow from remote
sensors. In the solar spectral region, studies at the
site and studies over the larger area of Mammoth .
Mountain characterized the spectral reflectance of
snow and its links to snow properties (Davis et aI.,
1993) and developed techniques for estimating
grain sizes and fractional extent from imaging
spectrometer and multispectral measurements
(Nolin and Dozier, 1993; Nolin et aI., 1993;
Rosenthal and Dozier, 1996; Painter et aI., 1998).
In 1996, a joint collaboration between UCSB and
CRREL showed that an L-band, Frequency
Modulated Continuous Wave radar could make
measurements that allowed estimation of snow
depth to within about 6 percent, even when the
surface of the pack had liquid water present.

Research on energy and mass budgets of an
alpine snow cover, characteristics of the spectral
reflectance of snow, remote sensing of snow,



distribution of snow accumulation and

I tionships between weather factors and
re a . 't t' t davalanche activi y con Inue 0 ay.

Some instrumentation at the site will
haracterize atmospheric properties

C'multaneouSly with acquisitions by remote
Sl nsing instruments aboard the NASA satellite
se h .
Terra. The ground ~~sed atm~sp enc
characterization facl.htates an Impro~ed

atmospheric correction of .data acqUired ?y
Moderate-resolution Imaging Spectroradlometer
(MODIS), the Multi-angle Imaging Spectro
Radiometer (MISR), and Adva.nced S~aceborne

Thermal Emission and Reflection Radiometer
(ASTER). Recent results analyzing measurements
of snow accumulation at the site and seven other
locations on Mammoth Mountain confirms the
usefulness of techniques to interpolate sno~all

over wider areas for snow hydrology. The ski
patrol at MMSA has tied measurements from the
site into their weather meso-net to support
avalanche control work.

3 Site Instrumentation

For measurements of radiation components of
the energy balance, the site is equipped with up
looking solar and red pyranometers, an up-looking
pyrgeometer, down-looking solar and red
pyranometers, a down-looking snow temperatu~e

sensor, and an up-looking solar pyranometer With
shadowband. We measure air temperature,
relative humidity, and at two heights, wind speed
and direction. The site is equipped with a tipping
bucket gage for precipitation and an array of
snowmelt Iysimeters with conductance meters to
estimate the spatial dynamics and chemistry of
snowmelt. Temperature sensors lie at various
depths in the soil and snowpack. To monitor snow
depth and snowfall, we use an array of 4 depth
sensors and storm-snowfall boards respectively.
Additionally, a camera points at the suite of up
looking radiometers to monitor their condition
remotely (Figure 2).

The meteorological data dump to a Campbell
Scientific CR7 data logger. We manage data
logger programs and download the radiometer
camera images to a PC in the site control bunker.
The data logger and PC are equipped with
modems for remote access.

4 Data Management Protocol

In fall 1999, we established three data goals for
the Mammoth Mountain Cooperative Snow Study
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Site: data quality, data continuity, and data
availability. Meeting these goals required an initial
investment in hardware and software
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Figure 2 Automated digital camera image of
radiometer array and study site surroundings.
These images facilitate radiometer quality
assurance.

infrastructure. A devoted data management PC
runs Campbell Scientific PC208W from UCSB to
download logger data, run batch programs, and
perform automated data quality checks.

4.1 Data Quality

We recognized that, in order to improve our
data quality, we must monitor all data fields on a
near-real time basis and monitor changes in
instrumentation and calibration. Hence, we
download 15-minute data fields and camera
images from the data logger on an hourly time
step during the snow season. Immediately,
PC208W examines each data field for violation of
pre-determined physically realistic data domains.
Data domain violations activate an automated
email with an error report to the study site
operators and database managers. In turn, study
site operators can respond to instrument problems
at near-real time notification. Additionally, we
monitor communications between the UCSB
server and study site PC for errors. Any
communication errors activate automated email
with an error report to the database managers at
UCSB.

As a backup data check for those cases in
which data fall within physically realistic ranges but
are indeed erroneous, we perform a sub-weekly
manual check. The site operator scans weekly
plots of each data field for erroneous data. For
example, ice or snow on a pyranometer can



deplete the irradiance but the values will still lie
Well above 0 W m-2 (Figure 3). The operator
would then scan the camera images for evidence
of icing and subsequently update the database
with a data flag and provide the appropriate
metadata.

We also use report template documents to
monitor instrument exchange/recalibration and
software change. The site operator notes a
change in a report document and saves this to the
hard drive of the study site PC. On a daily basis,
the UCSB server downloads any hardware or
software change documents and archives these in
the database.

4.2 Data Continuity

Enhanced data continuity is a direct product of
the above protocols for data quality. Through
near-real time monitoring of data quality, we
dramatically decrease our instrument repair time
and in turn dramatically improve data continuity.

In February 2000, we experienced failure of two
of our four depth sensors. Domain checks via
PC208W noted errors and activated automated
emails to the site operators and data managers.
Within 24 hours, the site operator had replaced the
two faulty depth sensors. Under the previous
management plan, these failures would have gone
unnoticed and a season's depth data would have
been lost for these positions.

4.3 Data Availabilitv

Subsequent to the hourly data download and
domain check, the data flow into the MMSA
database, a Microsoft Access relational database
management system (RDBMS). UCSB finally
transfers the data to an Sal Server 7 RDBMS.
The Sal Server database provides the core of our
Internet data provider (http://neige.bren.ucsb.edu).
From this site. a user may access the site
meteorological and imagery data in near-real time.
The default format for retrieval from the database
is comma-delimited ASCII. As modelers, we also
desired the ability to download the data in the
input formats for the snowmelt models we use.
Hence, we are in the process of coding the
database interface to deliver a period's data in
input format for the Cold Regions Research and
Engineering Laboratory snow process model
SNTHERM.89 (Jordan, 1991) and the Utah State
University snow model UEB .

Figure 3 A snow covered clear pyranometer
measures depleted irradiance while an adjacent
snow-free red pyranometer, a spectral subset oftbe
clear pyranometer, measures a greater irradiance.
Sub-weekly data checks catch such errors.

While the website provides access to the stUdy
site data, it also contains helpful data summaries.
These include the latest hour's meteorological
conditions, the latest hour's camera image, the
current week's meteorological conditions in time
series plots, and the current week's hourly images
merged into a movie.

5 SUMMARY

The Mammoth Mountain Cooperative Snow
Study Site has accumulated almost 25 years of
snow and energy budget data. The respective
strengths of the University of California, Santa
Barbara, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, and
Mammoth Mountain Ski Area merge to produce a
world-class snow stUdy site. In 1999, we
established a data and communication protocol to
assure data quality and continuity and to facilitate
the near-real time availability of the site data to all
science users via the Internet. A devoted server
retrieves data hourly, performs data domain
checks, automatically notifies managers of errors
via email, and delivers the quality-checked data to
the UCSB database. The study site website
provides data from the database in ASCII and
soon will provide data in SNTHERM.89 and UEB
input formats.

The study site and its data are invaluable
resources for snow scientists interested in snow
physical properties, climatology. hydrology,
chemistry, and remote sensing. Frequent snow
hydrology courses from UCSB, the University of
Nevada, Reno, the University of California,
Riverside use the site for field sessions.
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Future plans for the study site include
·nstallation of a Cimel sun-tracking sunphotometer
}or atmospheric properties, gamma ray snow
water equivalent detectors, an automated
shadowband, and continued work with
experimental instrumentation.
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